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CURRICULUM TOPICS
Stage 2: CLASS 6
Contents
Developmental Profile
Topics
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5A
6.5B
6.6
6.7
6.8
6.9
6.10
6.11
6.12

p.4
p.8

History/English/Geography
History of Rome;
English
The Wonder and Wisdom of Words
English
English Language and Literacy
History/Geography
Australian History
Science/Geography
Geology
Science/Geography
Gardening / Horticulture
Note in the Recognised science curriculum this was numbered Science 6.9
Science
Astronomy
Science
Introduction to Physics 1:
Acoustics, Optics, Warmth
Science
Introduction to Physics 2:
Electrostatics and Magnetism
Mathematics:
Business Mathematics:
Percentages and Interest
Mathematics:
Number and Algebra
Mathematics:
Geometry and Measurement
Geography/history
Australia and the World Beyond

Topics are integrated content areas which can be taught as one or more integrated thematic morning
blocks (Main Lessons) over 3-4 weeks, with connected review and practice lessons developing the
content throughout the year.
While it is necessary for the Content Descriptions to be covered, teachers are able to use their
professional judgment concerning the needs of their Year: content can be recombined or reallocated into
Main Lessons and practice lessons over the year.

Overarching Themes Stage 2, Classes 4-6
Theme A:
Theme B:
Theme C:
Theme D:

p.45

Festivals, Celebrations and the Rhythms of Time
(not applicable to Stage 2)
Handcrafts of the Traditional World
Morning Circle - English/ Creative Arts

Achievement Standards
General Capabilities
Cross Curriculum Priorities
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DEVELOPMENTAL PROFILE

CLASS 6 CHILD AGED 12 YEARS

Physical Growth
In Class 6, the students reach 12 years of age, beginning the last phase of childhood. They are
beginning to feel the double constraint: the weight and inertia of their body, and the time/space
limitations of the world outside of their inner experience. They must learn how to live in their bodies in a
new way. Whereas earlier the body is carried by the life of the muscles, the movement of the 12 year
old is more under the influence of the weight of the skeletal system. It begins to lose the natural rhythm
and grace of the younger child; the point of balance, attained over the preceding year, appears to be
lost and they can become awkward and clumsy.
Curriculum Approach to English
The students leave the Greek times and move into Rome in which the structural forms of bridges and
aqueducts and the rules of debating and political structures are studied.
They can also study the Australian History and Geography taking in much more expansive pictures of
the land in which they live and the surrounding oceans.
They go on longer camps in which they meet the broader landscape of their country or the seas, the
geology and the night skies all of which inspire them to balance the more factual with the poetic in their
writing
Curriculum Approach to History
Class 6 historical studies work with the child’s need to experience the practical, imaginative and
intellectual. Intellectual investigations of historical themes are balanced by creative, practical and
physical explorations: movement, theatre, role-play, excursions and camps. Historical studies are
integrated with English, the Arts, Geography and Science.
Curriculum Approach to Geography
They go on longer camps in which they meet the broader landscape of their country or the seas,
fossick for rocks and observe the night skies all of which inspire them to balance the more factual with
the poetic in their writing.
They move into a mood of the Roman Civilisation in which the structural forms of bridges and
aqueducts and the changing architecture represent a different relationship to the world – no longer the
Greek temples.
Curriculum Approach to Science
It is at this stage, that we introduce the children to new scientific subjects.
Three new subjects are suggested by R. Steiner for just this age - History, Physics and Astronomy.
History now deals with the causal sequence of events arising from human deeds instead of
mythological pictures. Astronomy represents the causal sequence of
events, unalterable by human desires and Physics takes a middle position in its relation to causality –
where there is a constant exchange between experimental handling of the world and reflection about
what has been experienced.
Curriculum Approach to Maths
The striving towards uprightness and balance is significant during this rapid phase of growth. The play
element employed in some lessons gives way to order and structure in exercises. At a time where the
students are feeling uncomfortable and unsure in their bodies, and can often tend to be lethargic,
learning experiences are offered where the students are engaged through physical activity.
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DEVELOPMENTAL PROFILE

CLASS 6 CHILD AGED 12 YEARS
(continued)

Socio-emotional Development
After the empathy and compassion of Class 5 the opportunity now is for the birth of conscience. Out of
their newly developing ability to see cause and effect and to feel the effects of their actions on others
they are able to write from multiple perspectives.
Curriculum Approach to English
The grammatical work with the conditional, concessional and subjunctive meets these maturational
shifts. The inner life is also met through the Wonder and Wisdom of Words and its poetic exercises.
Curriculum Approach to History
The Class 6 child’s increasingly focused sense of self is reflected in the year’s history content. The
study of ancient Rome begins in mythology with Romulus and Remus; it moves to biographies of flesh
and blood figures of history and to events whose monuments still stand in our own time. The students
experience historical periods through the study of ordinary and extraordinary events, through study of
daily life and biography. In their studies of Ancient Rome and Australian history they look at events
from the point of view of a range of participants. Now that they work with cause and effect it is
important that they consider contrasting personalities, values and opinions. Forming a strong cohesive
social unit should be an objective of the lessons.
Curriculum Approach to Geography
Further study of Australia and the impact of European colonisation on Aboriginal communities, later
experiences of immigration and the courage of the Australian explorers all deepen understanding of
human geography. On the world scale a connection to Australia as a united continent amidst the world
land and sea masses develops.
Curriculum Approach to Science
The way of teaching for the class 6 child is phenomenological and imaginative. It is not yet abstract,
e.g. in the sense of generalised natural laws. Instead the fundamentals are laid down for the later
working into physical perceptions at a high niveau.
More than ever at this point in their development the young people must be given imaginative pictures
and stories that speak to the higher aspects of their beings, they must be inspired and they must be
protected from feelings of hopelessness or inadequacy.
Curriculum Approach to Maths
The content of the lessons should satisfy the students’ increased interest in the workings of the modern
world and lead them to a meaningful world picture. Mathematical processes instil confidence in
following a rule or process to achieve a desired outcome. An inner relationship begins to be developed
to the logic, form and structure of Mathematics. There is a shift in the study of Mathematics from
arithmetic and simple calculations to the appreciation of patterns and relationships. Students are given
more responsibility for their own learning through direct practical experiences.
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DEVELOPMENTAL PROFILE

CLASS 6 CHILD AGED 12 YEARS
(continued)

Cognitive Maturation
The student in Class 6 is developing new faculties of intellectual thought, but it is still too early at this
stage for the too formal development of deductive thinking, logical thought processes and the
analytical-critical function. The experience of gravity in the skeleton marks the beginning of causative
thinking in the cognitive realm. They discern between perceptions. In class 6 the activity of judgement
begins in a preliminary way in the arrangement of sense perceptions.
Curriculum Approach to English
Up to Class 6 the object has been to remain firmly within the sense for the ‘whole’. We strive to direct
the students to a heightened ‘common feeling’ in the class which is explored through eg the ideal of
democracy and the exploration of rules- a balance between the individual and the state.
The ability to analyse sentence structures and to identify clauses is developed and the study of Latin
derivatives examines the history and form of language.
Curriculum Approach to History
Imaginative pictures continue to inspire the students, but like the Ancient Roman our 12 year old now
stands solidly upon the earth. The students crave facts and understanding of their relationship to one
another. Standing as they do on the uncertain threshold of a new phase of development the students
find a sense of security and clarity through pursuing historical questions of causality. Students are
given opportunities to exercise their ability to perceive and articulate different sides of an argument.
They are encouraged to enquire and reflect before forming an opinion.
Curriculum Approach to Geography
Up to Class 6 the object has been to remain firmly within the sense for the ‘whole’. We strive to direct
the students to a heightened ‘common feeling’ in the class which is explored through eg the ideal of
democracy developed in Roman times and the exploration of rules- a balance between the individual
and the state.
The expansion into World Geography allows the diverse historical and geographical pictures from the
preceding year to be integrated now from the focal point of Australia as their current awareness rays
out around the globe.
The descriptive stories of other environments and communities around the world meet their emergence
into an expanding consciousness.
Curriculum Approach to Science
Up to Class 6 the object has been to remain firmly within the sense for the ‘whole’. We strive to direct
the students to a heightened ‘common feeling’ in the class. In a Class 6 science experiment we would
consider not just the effects, but would construct a feeling for the whole system which produces the
effects. We strive to have them marvel at the whole surrounding, to appreciate it aesthetically without
emphasis on causes. It could be considered as a process which strengthens the capacity for wonder.
Experiences provided for the students are rich in scope – colourful, emotionally engaging and
cognitively surprising. The role of the teacher in helping form the understanding is important.
Curriculum Approach to Maths
There is a need for the presentation of clear concepts, and the student displays a growing ability to
understand the causality and implications of Mathematical rules. Given the emotional and subjective
nature of the students’ experience, it is important that this causal aspect be clothed in imaginative and
pictorial language. Work with practical problems brings richness and diversity to the lessons, energises
the thinking, and brings the students in contact with meaningful, real situations in the world.
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DEVELOPMENTAL PROFILE

CLASS 6 CHILD AGED 12 YEARS
(continued)

Moral Capacity
Students at twelve years of age begin to understand the concept of causality in connection with their
behaviour. They can increasingly take responsibility for their actions by considering the implications
and consequences of rules in the home, classroom and society. Increased student interest in the world
is extended to include ecological awareness and respect for different cultures
Curriculum Approach to English
The students recognise in the conditional and concessional that the deeds of others are dependent on
the conditions of their life. They are free to ponder- Had I been in his shoes – what might I have done?
The quality of mercy is born in this context.
Curriculum Approach to History
In studies of Ancient history tales of heroes and great deeds inspire an aspiration to the noble and
good. The Romans felt their own individuality but realised the rights of others. Students reflect on the
characters and actions of significant historical figures. They investigate questions around rights,
freedom and responsibilities in the historical context and in the classroom. In studies of Australian
history material is chosen that acknowledges many different stories and perspectives but which help
develop in the student a sense of place and belonging.
Curriculum Approach to Geography
Increased student interest in the world is extended to include ecological awareness in both their local
garden project and wider environmental understanding.
The immensity of the starry skies engenders awe and perspective. They also develop awareness and
respect for different cultures as they study communities or environments in different countries
Curriculum Approach to Science
The experiences of the students are nurtured and valued. These are worked through into orderly
arrangements of the perceptions in their context in the world. This arrangement of their experiences
into a larger meaningful whole can enable the student to experience the world as a place full of
meaning.
The children turning twelve have arrived at the age of 'consequences'. For the first time we can reason
with them: “If you do this, then that will happen.” At this stage they can begin practising self-control and
begin to imagine into the outcomes of any deeds or behaviour.
Curriculum Approach to Maths
“And the actual power of discernment, the rational, intellectual comprehension of the human being
which can be relied upon, belongs to the last school period. For this reason we employ precisely the
12th year in the child’s life, when he is gravitating in the direction of the power of discernment, for
merging this power of judgment in the activities still partly prompted by instinct, but already very thickly
overlaid with discerning power. These are, as it were, the twilight instincts of the soul, which we must
overcome by the power of judgment.”
Rudolf Steiner Practical Course for Teachers, Lecture 14, Stuttgart 1919
It is therefore an opportunity to engage in the practical experience of the ethical foundations of
Business mathematics.
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Topic 6.1

History / Geography:
The History of Ancient Rome

Historical accounts of the Greeks and Romans and the effects of Greek and Roman History up to the
beginning of the fifteenth century, form the content of this sixth school year.
Rudolf Steiner: Curriculum Lectures Stuttgart 1919
It is possible to treat wars in ancient times from a cultural-historical perspective…..You must describe the
constitution of Lycurgus and , for example, the difference between the Athenian and Spartan way of
life…with regard to the Roman constitution you must awaken the picture that every Roman was a lawfanatic and could count up the laws on his fingers. The Twelve Table Laws were taught there as the
multiplication tables are taught in our times.
Rudolf Steiner: Lecture 25.9.1919
“….Rome! ‘tis thine alone with awful sway,
To rule mankind and make the world obey,
Disposing peace and war thine own majestic way.
To tame the proud, the fettered slave to free,
These are imperial arts and worthy thee.”
Virgil

Central Experiences of the Content
The study of Ancient Rome provides the theme and key Main Lessons of Class 6, integrating language
and literature, geography, science and art. The sense of order of the Roman world particularly addresses
the needs of the Class 6 child now standing at the threshold of adolescence. The study of Ancient Rome
gives a picture of a people establishing a new relationship with the world, separating themselves from
their gods and learning to develop their own laws and structures.
The lessons span the historical distance between the mythical world and events whose monuments stand
in our own time. From the legend of Romulus and Remus studies move to biographies of flesh and blood
figures of history and the exploration of everyday life. Studies cover the period from the founding of Rome
to its fall and lead on to the study of the rise of Christianity and Islam and the Arthurian legends.

Future Capacities
The students will continue to develop an appreciation for the evolution of culture. Tales of daily life
facilitate a sense of historical empathy. The tales of the heroes and of great deeds instil an aspiration to
the noble and good in humankind. Students come to recognise that civilisations including our own have
their own unique features and that change, in even the greatest civilisations can be brought about by
actions of individuals - great and small.
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Content Organiser
Topic 6.1
History / Geography

THE HISTORY OF ANCIENT ROME

Content Description
Students will learn to:
1. Identify the location and describe the rise of the Roman Republic
2. Describe the expansion of the Roman empire including the political and geographic factors in its
growth
3. Understand the importance of historical and mythical figures related to the period
4. Explore significant events and characteristics of the period
5. Describe the government of the Roman Republic
6. Describe the social structures, beliefs and customs of the society
7. Describe aspects of daily life of the period
8. Appreciate the tangible and intangible legacies of Roman art and architecture, technology and
science, literature, language and law
9. Describe the events of the beginnings of Christianity and Islam
Historical and English Skills
10. Sequence historical people and events; pose questions about the Roman times and locate
information from sources.
11. Use tables, diagrams, maps and graphs to express ideas.
12. Participate in discussions, developing ideas and evaluating information
13. Select and research a variety of sources using structural features

6.1 Threefold Cycle of Content Elaboration
Multi-Modal and Artistic
Conceptual Knowledge
Activities
and Skills
Students may:
Enrichment activities may
Students come to:
include:
Listen to, read and retell stories
Develop chronological and
and accounts of:
Illustration of stories and
spatial thinking
 The Founding of Rome
accounts; drawing of portraits of
 The period of the seven
Roman Emperors
Demonstrate through
kings
explanation, use of timelines,
 The Roman Republic
Exploration of Roman patterns,
maps and documents, an
 The Punic Wars
designs and mosaic work and use understanding of the
 The expansion of the
of these in bookwork
relationship between major
Empire
events
 The Augustan Age
Creation of models or diagrams of
 The Barbarian Invasions
significant Roman architecture
Identify geographic features
of the period studied
Read, listen to and retell
Construction of maps of the
biographies of figures of the
geography and growth of the
Demonstrate an
period. These may include
Roman Empire
understanding of the political
Hannibal, Julius Caesar, Nero,
and geographic factors in
Augustus Caesar, Cordelia and
Creation of timelines of key
development of the Republic
her sons, Tiberius and Gaius
events, people and periods of the
and expansion and fall of the
Gracchus, Cicero, Marcus
era
Roman Empire
Aurelius, Seneca
Writing and enacting of a debate
Develop an understanding of
Read, listen to and retell extracts
or a speech in Roman style
the social and political
from the works of writers of the
structure of the Roman
time: Virgil’s Aeneid, Tacitus’
Creation of a set of ‘laws’ that
Empire and the beliefs and
Histories, the Odes of Horace,
relate to the class
customs of the society
Livy’s History of Rome, Ovid’s
Metamorphosis and the Satires of Recitation of verses, particularly
Acquire a sense of everyday
Juvenal
in heroic hexameter
life in Ancient Rome
Learning Experiences

Study of The Twelve Tables of
Law and their importance in
Roman life

Enacting scenes from a biography
of figure studied
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6.1 Threefold Cycle of Content Elaboration
Learning Experiences
Multi-Modal and Artistic
Conceptual Knowledge
Activities
and Skills
Learning Latin phrases or verses
Empire
Study of the role of the Senate,
and explore the Latin roots of
modern words
Describe the lives and
Learn about daily life in the
characteristics of key
Roman period including family
Explore Roman alphabet and
individuals of the period and
life, women, slaves, food, public
numerals
evaluate their contributions
entertainment, education
and legacies
Learning about the life of the
Study developments in
legions including practice of the
Identify and describe the
engineering and technology such
marching drills
legacy of Roman Art and
as Roman roads - surveying and
architecture, technology and
the groma; water wheels,
Investigation of Roman
science, literature, language
plumbing, central heating and
technology through creation of
and the law.
aqueducts; the use of concrete
working models
Develop a sense of causality
Study the development of the
Individual students or small
in the events studied
Julian Calendar
groups research into topic of
interest
Develop skills in increasingly
Learn about development in the
independent research using
arts
Research, discussion and
a variety of sources
reporting on legacies of the
Research the rise and spread of
Roman period
Christianity, the persecutions and
the Edict of Milan of Emperor
Research of daily life in Roman
Constantine
era - housing, food, dress,
education
Study sites of archaeological
significance: Pompey, the
Research on an archaeological
Colosseum and temples
dig
Study positive and negative
impacts of expansion of the
Empire on the conquered peoples
Study impact of ecological effect
of Roman use of animals in the
arena.

Research, discuss and report on
characteristic events and features
of the Roman era, for example,
the gladiators, the circuses
Plan a Roman feast
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Topic 6.2 English

The Wonder and Wisdom of Words

Central Experience of the Content
Through the conditional and concessional in Class 6 the children come to experience two things which
parallel the extension of the awakening to compassion and the birth of conscience. They become aware
of their regrets in causing another suffering , the conditions which led to their actions and through this
also develop the precondition for mercy as they realise that before we judge another for their actions we
can reflect on their circumstances ………Had I been in his shoes I may have done the same thing. We
might say……There but for the grace of God go I. They also experience in moments of conscience that
…… were I to have known the effect of my actions on another, I may not have taken that course of
action.
Steiner suggests that in the transition from Greek to Roman-Latin culture, the human being became
estranged from the spiritual world of poetry and entered into the prose of life and that the poet, by
avoiding the prose element in speech attempts to return to the inspired archetypal element of language.
This topic develops the practice of observation of the world as the foundation of creative writing. The
children need to develop skills in phenomenological observation of nature and imaginative immersion in
the gestures of the forms of the world. Observation of great works of art is also undertaken and skills in
creative writing and especially writing of poetry are practiced. The senses are schooled to a warm and
softened mode of observation in which the aesthetic nature of the world in the stars, crystals, sounds and
light speak to the student. The exploration of the tools of writing is extended through both continuing work
with great examples from literature and through exercises with the qualities of parts of speech, moods of
verbs, sound, metre, rhyme and literary techniques.

Future Capacities
The students are supported in their journey towards retaining a sensitive immersion in life while the
objective, scientific reality of the world begins to be revealed to them. The underlying formative forces,
the gestures of mountain peak, waterfall, thunder or flower are expressed. The students begin to find
their voice and to have available the techniques to express this voice with power and subtlety.
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Content Description
Topic 6.2
English

The Wonder and Wisdom of Words

Students will learn to
1. Reflect on the human being and the sense of speech. Experience the sense of speech as
allied to the sense of hearing and related to the apprehension of thought. Understand the
difference between animal sounds of expression and human communication. Explore the
qualities of the vowels and consonants.
2. Explore poems, songs, anthems, odes and then evaluate language features and develop a
personal response. Write e.g. ballads as simple poetic forms. write on objective and
imaginative subjects.
3. Learn from writing of quality authors, poets; adapting and combining aspects of style.
4. Develop aesthetic in expression, style, the beauty of language, appreciation of sound.
5. Appreciate the role of and use metaphor, personification, simile, onomatoepia.
6. Develop strategies for vocabulary extension
7. Experience and appreciate the power of language, potency, responsibility and the importance
of the thought that precedes speech
8. Experience and use the indicative, imperative and subjunctive mood; the conditional and
concessional as inner experience as well as outer necessity.
9. Develop a strong sense for the inner mobility of language
10. Identify and use elaborated tenses e.g. the present perfect tense of the verb, as well as a
range of adverbials to sharpen ideas
11. Identify and use modal verbs and the moral dimensions of necessity, possibility, duty,
lawfulness, capacity, desire and wish.
12. Understand how ideas, stylistic elements of language and texts bring meaning and emphasis
e.g. the opening of a text or sentence, evaluative language
13. Read and listen to a wide range of quality including classical and modern Australian works,
including indigenous works.
14. Understand use of vocabulary, idiomatic expression and subjective language
15. Understand structures and language features of imaginative, informative, humorous and
persuasive writing

6.2 Threefold Cycle of Content Elaboration
Learning Experiences

Multi-Modal Artistic/Practical
Elaboration

Deep Knowledge/
Understanding Expressed
through Skills

The sounds for each of the
vowels and consonants are
experienced.

The eurythmy forms are
experienced and exercises in
sounds in poetry done.

Explore stories in which there
is reflection on life, the
conditions which led to a
certain action or the differing
outcome that would have been
possible in other
circumstances.

Write about a situation in which
something unexpected
happened to someone and the
consequences that ensued.
What might have happened if
this did not occur?
Write about someone else’s
predicament and what you
would do, were you in their
place in life.
Write about an event and the
conditions which were the
cause of the event.
Write about the conditions
under which an outcome may

Students are to write poetry in
which they use assonance,
alliteration, sound quality and
sensitive awareness of the identity
of each sound.
Reflect on the way our lives are
influenced by the conditions
around us. What concessions do
we need to give others for the
situations they have been in?
If we have reflected on the effects
of our actions on others and have
compassion for them what might
change in our behaviour?
Recognise the nuances of
reflection and meaning possible
through the use of the
conditional/concessional and
subjunctive.
Identify the condition and the

Identify the use of the
conditional or concessional
and the subjunctive.
These may be drawn from
history and literature from
Roman times to the Birth of
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6.2 Threefold Cycle of Content Elaboration
Learning Experiences

Multi-Modal Artistic/Practical
Elaboration

Deep Knowledge/
Understanding Expressed
through Skills

Christianity and Islam.

be possible- either through dint
of our own effort or through
providence.

result as clauses in a complex
sentence.

Read texts in which the
experiences of the five senses
in meeting the world are
described. Eg light, warmth,
sound.

Explore the five senses in real
scenarios and what they tell us
about our experience of the
world and write descriptive texts
and poetry of these experiences
eg violin music, candlelight,
Explore games in which
something entirely new is
shown to the class and a
name/identity or noun is
searched for.
Write texts in which different
parts of speech predominate
and then leave these words out.

Write a list of descriptive words for
each sense and compare the level
of connection attainable through
each.

These metres are moved in
eurythmy and highlighted in
speech work in morning circle.
Poetry is written eg simple
ballads, Dylan Thomas
couplets, Ezra Pound couplets,
form poems, syllable poems
and haiku.
Write similes and metaphors to
describe things in nature.
Write a poems or descriptive
texts about an element of the
natural world or cosmos. Eg
sun, moon or stars; mountain,
crystal, sound or light.

The relationship between metre
and the beating of the heart is
identified:
iambus and courage; trochee and
sadness; anapest and gaiety and
the dactyl and thoughtfulness are
recognised.

Read texts in which the
thinking, feeling or will element
predominate through the use
of nouns, adjectives/adverbs
or verbs.
Explore the importance of
knowing the name of
something. Read descriptions
of things without nouns.
Explore texts in which verbs or
adjectives predominate.
Read and listen to ballads;
explore the sense of a poem,
its meter, rhyme and sounds
are explored. Metres in poetry
are experienced: Iambus,
anapest, trochee and dactyl.

Experience the use of similes
and metaphors in texts.

Reflect on the ability to name and
the categories of nouns –
common, proper and abstract and
their ability to communicate
identity.
Reflect on the types of verbs and
their use in ….
Identify the effect of adjectives on
the mood and expressive quality
of texts.

Identify and evaluate the role of
figures of speech in literature.
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Topic 6.3 English

English Language and Literacy

Central Experience of the Content
The language and literacy is integrated into the History of Ancient Cultures; Rome, Geology, Astronomy,
Australian Geography and History and Creative Arts. The students take more complex perspectives in
biographies, complex drafting of recall of myths and clear objective, descriptive writing in Science. Writing
continues at a higher level of grammatical consciousness. The use of direct speech supports the sense of
truth and clarity and this extends to work with indirect speech which must be reported on from a more
distant perspective. Language and literacy support increasing consciousness and expression.

Future Capacities
With the study of Rome students extend their power of speech to oration, debate and perspectives which
balance the individual and the state. The writing in Science carries the sensitive observation of a
phenomenological approach and brings objective aesthetics as a precursor to inner judgement in later
years.
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Content Description
Topic : 6.3

English Language and Literacy

Throughout the English/History Topics students will learn to
Language/Written Expression:
1. Write business reports, business letters; use abbreviations, business symbols.
2. Write book reports
3. Complete dictation
4. Use commas to separate clauses
5. Understand and use formal language styles
6. Compare and understand the effect of different language approaches in e.g. media texts.
7. Reread and edit own and others work according to appropriate criteria
Grammar:
8. Use direct and indirect speech, with appropriate punctuation confidently
9. Outline sentence analysis; relative clauses and adjectival and adverbial phrases, transitive
and intransitive verbs
10. Use subordinating conjunctions to build complex sentences to elaborate ideas
Oral Expression:
11. Participate in introductory forms of debating, Express a point of view, listen to and reflect on
others point of view; Prepare and give oral reports, short prepared presentations with
sequenced content and artistic elements
12. Engage in choral speaking, recitation, festival and assembly performance
13. Develop aesthetic and appropriate voice volume, tine, pitch and pace
Spelling:
14. Use base words, spelling patterns, word origins, prefixes and suffixes and morphemes to
spell
15. Research and use Latin etymology
Research:
16. Select and interpret sources using table of contents, glossary, chapter headings etc
Handwriting:
17. Develop a handwriting style that is legible, fluent and automatic and varies according to
audience and purpose
Threefold Cycle of Content Elaboration
Learning Experiences
Multi-Modal Artistic/Practical
Elaboration
Students hear business
They work through the various
case studies involving
models mathematically.
interest and percentages.
Students hear of the
history of the Roman
world.
They study spelling and
Latin etymology.
Students hear and read
quality literature form a
wide variety of sources

They report on speeches eg in
the senate
They engage in debates
They note the derivations of
words
They write book reports on
literature for the age;
They give oral reports and
complete regular dictation.
In Morning Circle they learn
choral speaking, recitation of
historical and literary works

Deep Knowledge/ Understanding
Expressed through Skills
They write business reports and
letters using appropriate
abbreviations and business
symbols.
They use direct and indirect speech;
they listen to and report on others
points of view.
They are able to identify derivations,
meaning and spelling rules.
They identify the main purpose,
summarise the narrative element
and have personal responses to
literature and express their personal
connection in speech and drama.
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Topic 6.4

History/ Geography
Australian History

Central Experiences of the Content
Students now examine in more detail European colonisation of Australia and the expansion of European
settlement. They will consider the impact of European colonisation on indigenous people at a local and
national level. Through stories and representative biographies, through images, poetry and primary
sources the students are given an enduring picture of the human experience and this period of the
developing nation. The period of the gold rush and its social, economic and cultural impact is studied.
History, geography, art and literature are integrated to bring the students to a thorough narrative
understanding of Australian History from colonisation up to Federation.

Future Capacities
In studying history’s stories we are studying the stories of humanity in the context of a time we can only
imagine. To recreate the past we turn to documents and primary sources; we use voices from the past in
whatever form they come to us. We look to writers and researchers who have taken the path before us.
Essentially though the recreation of the past is an exercise of imagination and empathy, one that gives us
a sense of the past and brings us some understanding of how our society came to be. The study of the
stories of people who travelled to Australia from many lands, the journey of family and nation together
gives the young person a sense of purpose and belonging. Study of the dilemmas and decisions of
individuals, great and small, in the face of challenge and adversity both inspires and provides the student
questions against which they may test their own developing moral sense.
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Content Organiser
Topic 6.4
History / Geography

AUSTRALIAN HISTORY

Content Descriptions
The students will learn to:
1. Identify and describe key events in the history of Australia up to Federation including the
reasons for establishment of the colony, the nature and patterns of colonial settlement, daily
life and changes to the environment’; the Eureka Stockade, exploration, early immigrants and
expansion of farming; including key figures and events that lead to Australia’s Federation
including British and American influences on Australia’s system of law and government.
2. Identify and describe geographical features of historical significance
3. Identity and describe the lives and contributions of significant individuals or groups to the
shaping of the colony eg explorers, farmers, entrepreneurs, artists, writers, humanitarians,
religious and political leaders, and Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander peoples
4. Identify and describe the lives and contributions of individuals and groups from a variety of
cultural backgrounds including Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people and migrants , to
the development of Australian society, for example in areas such as the economy, education,
science, the arts, sport
5. Describe the lifestyle and organisation of indigenous communities and the impact of European
colonisation.
6. Identify significant personalities and events in early contact between Europeans and Aboriginal
peoples, their status and resistance to dispossession
7. Identify experiences of Australian democracy and citizenship, including the status and rights of
Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander people, migrants, and women.
8. The reasons people migrated to Australia from Europe and Asia and the experiences and
contributions of a particular migrant group within a colony and understanding of past and
current cultural diversity in Australia and the world. Understand how connection to place
impacts awareness and understanding.
9. Identify and appreciate characteristics of early Australian literature and art works
10. Identify and describe some of the environmental impacts of changing land use
11. Sequence historical people and events; use historical terms and concepts, pose questions
about the times and locate and compare information from range of sources.
12. Identify and locate a range of relevant sources; locate information related to inquiry questions
in a range of sources and compare information from a range of sources. Identify and compare
points of view and develop historical writing and oral presentations based on sources which
include artistic work.
13. Identify viewpoints of different experiences of colonisation in the past and present
14. Understand how different dialects developed from British language and indigenous and migrant
influences.

Learning Experiences
Students may:

6.4 Threefold Cycle of Content Elaboration
Multi-Modal and Artistic Activities
Conceptual Knowledge
and Skills
Activities may include:
Students come to:

Study the organisation and
lifestyle of indigenous
communities and the impact of
European colonisation.
Study the establishment of the
different colonies and their
distinctive histories and
characteristics
Learn about the development
of the wool, wheat and cattle
industries
Learn about the development

Research and explore aspects of daily
life as experienced in towns and by
pioneers in different places and times:
Light and heat: make candles and
lanterns
Recreation: learn to play knuckle
bones, marbles, use spinning tops and
hoops, make peg dolls, samplers,
flower press
Diet and cooking: make butter, damper;
research and experience bush tucker,
convict fare
Excursions to local museums and sites
of historical significance; to state or
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Demonstrate a thorough
narrative understanding of the
history of Australia up to
Federation
Have a chronological sense
of events in Australian history
up to Federation
Identify and describe people
of historical significance
Extend their geographical
knowledge of Australia and
identify places of key
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Learning Experiences
of a transportation system

6.4 Threefold Cycle of Content Elaboration
Multi-Modal and Artistic Activities
Conceptual Knowledge
and Skills
federal houses of parliament
historical significance

Examine factors in the waves
of immigration in the 19th
century and the contribution of
different nationalities to
Australian culture
Study the1850’s gold rushes,
population growth, where
people came from and their
influence on Australian society
Examine the changing map of
Australia and the evolution of
state boundaries
Read, listen to, retell stories
and poetry by iconic Australian
authors - A.B.Paterson, Henry
Lawson, C.J. Dennis, Dame
Mary Gilmore, Adam Lindsay
Gordon
Learn about the movement
towards self-government
Learn about the Federation of
the states
Receive an introduction to the
Australian political system.
Listen to, read, retell
biographies of figures from
Australian history
Listen to, read, retell journal
and diary entries of settlers
and pioneers
Examine icons and national
symbols

Listening to, rewriting and illustrating
stories of significant events or
individuals
Researching traditional icons and
images of Australia; designing an
‘iconic’ images including the national
flag
Researching the significance of
commemorative days
Inviting speakers, local elders - from
any cultural background - to share their
memories and experiences
Learn ballads and poems of 19th
century Australia
Examine Australian artworks,
particularly depictions of the land including indigenous interpretations,
convict depictions
Retell biographies and accounts from
pioneers and settlers
Learn something of the lives and
legends of Australian bushrangers.
Learn poems and songs written about
them.
Research and presentation of own
family tree
Writing of a speech and enacting a
‘parliamentary debate’
Exploration of changing diet from bush
tucker, convict fare, to 20th century
family meal

Experience music, ballads,
paintings and drawings
evocative of the periods
studied. This may include
convict artists, music and
songs of the colonial period
and the gold rush

Make models of a range of shelters
and houses from the period
Research changing travel and transport

Examine early newspaper
articles, diaries and letters

Explore maps, paintings, newspapers
and diaries to give picture of aspects of
life in Australia

Study communication of 19th century
and create facsimiles of letters,
telegrams etc

Have an appreciation of the
traditional lifestyle of
aboriginal Australians in
different locations but
particularly that of their local
area
Begin to have an
understanding of the short
and long term consequences
of European colonisation on
indigenous Australians
Begin to have an
understanding of the
environmental impact of the
change in land use after
European colonisation
Appreciate the influence of
other countries and cultures
in the development of the
Australian nation and identity
- research the proportions of
the Australian population and
of the population from their
local area who were born in
each world cultural region and
their language and religion.
Describe some aspects of
colonial exploration and
expansion and the impact
these had on all Australians
Describe social and
environmental consequences
of the discovery of gold
Describe ways of life
associated with pioneers and
settlers
Begin to demonstrate an
understanding of different
perspectives and experiences
including those of women,
indigenous people and
migrants
Research generalisations and
stereotypes
Develop a understanding of
world geography and the
countries featured in this topic
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Topic 6.5 A

Science/Geography :
Introduction to Geology and Mineralogy

Note –

previously numbered 6.5 in approved Science document

“Particularly in mineralogy, you can go from the whole to the part, from the structure of the mountains to
mineralogy.”
R.Steiner, 1919. Practical Advice to Teachers, Lecture 10.

The Central Experience of the Content
At the time when the student is beginning to experience the weight and hardness of their own body, as
the bones begin to lengthen, their attention is drawn to the hardness of the Earth and the wonderful rocks
and minerals from which it is formed. Two areas are highlighted: the living earth processes out of which
rocks have formed, brought in an imaginative way; and the qualities of the rocks and crystals (colour,
shine and crystal form) which can appeal to the imagination of the young child and engender a lifelong
relationship to the mineral world.

Future Capacities
To have a connection the mineral world of rocks and their minerals, creates a lifelong connection to the
Earth around us. It is part of the process that education can play in making us people of our time and
place. Its elaboration later in Geology continues the process and deepens it. We seek to continue to
awaken an understanding within the students that everything has a meaning and a purpose and to add to
their sense of connection with their lives and their world.

Content Description
Topic 6.5A Science/Geography

Introduction to Geology (Main Lesson)

The students will learn to:
1. Sketch landscapes, sections created by roads and quarries, rock formations, rock types,
minerals.
distinguish the main types of rocks – igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic and find them in
their landscape, investigate qualities and record and communicate through tables and graphs.
2. Observe, explore and reflect on stories about rocks and understand the processes from which
these rock types originate, recognise geological structures like folds, faults and different types
of stratification.
3. They learn about the minerals both as the components of rocks and in their characteristic
forms.
4. Understand the mineral world as coming out of living processes of the earth and the
significance for sustainable living.
5. Appreciate the stories from indigenous peoples who have long recognised these processes
including those of our Asian neighbours including Indonesia, Borneo, Philippines or Papua
New Guinea where volcanic landforms occur and powerful rivers pound sedimentary rocks to
create fertile soils.
Threefold Cycle of Content Elaboration
Learning experiences

Multi-modal Artistic Activities

Understanding of Content

Learning about the world
of rocks starting from the
landscape - from the
whole to the part

Drawing mountain types: limestone,
granite, shale, quartzite etc.
depending on local geology.

Making the connection between
the rock type and the mountain
shapes.

Drawing and making a personal
collection of rock types and the
places they come from.

Building an overview of the rock
types and their origin – igneous,
sedimentary and metamorphic.

Forms of the mountains
connected the rock types.
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Threefold Cycle of Content Elaboration
Learning experiences

Multi-modal Artistic Activities

Understanding of Content

Learning to identify the
main rock types.
They learn about the
processes from which
these rock types originate.

Drawing and making a personal
collection of minerals and their local
occurrence and economic
significance.
Describing and drawing, hills,
valleys, streams, farmland.

Understanding the difference
between rocks and minerals and
being able to identify a variety of
minerals using simple tests such
as hardness, streak, lustre.

Learning identification of
the minerals associated
with rocks.
Field trips to the local
landscape.
Studying geological
structures that are visible
in the local or visited
landscapes
Listen to indigenous
stories including those of
our Asian neighbours
Indonesia/
Borneo/Philippines/
Papua New Guinea where
densely forested steep
volcanic landforms occur,
and powerful rivers pound
sedimentary rocks to
create fertile soils in broad
valleys.

Drawing accurate diagrams of
geological features. Making
plasticine models of geological
features.
Through observation and handling
the rocks; through stories and artistic
activities and through practical
application wherever possible, the
students discover the quiet life of the
planet.
Observe on a map the close
proximity of neighbours Indonesia/
Borneo/Philippines/ Papua New
Guinea, to Australia, the shape of
the archipelagos and islands and the
seas that divide them from Australia.
Draw and paint natural and human
landscapes having heard the
descriptions, highlighting the steep
forested volcanic landforms and the
processes of erosion, transportation
and deposition of rivers that cut
through the landscape.

Record and communicate results
in tables and graphs.
Understanding the connection of
human life and activity to the
underlying geology of the
landscape.
Understanding rock strata in the
landscape and the main types of
forms in which they appear.
Consider how the shape and
geological structure impacts on
settlement patterns in different
regions of the world, e.g. sparse,
village settlements connected by
walking tracks in steep forested
areas (e.g. New Guinea), more
settlement in flatter coastal regions
and more fertile river valleys
(Indonesia), or along rivers e.g.
Borneo; agriculture in intensive
terraced rice growing fields, on low
lying fertile volcanic soils.
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Topic 6.5 B

Science / Geography :
Gardening / Horticulture
Note – previously numbered 6.9 in approved Science document

“When your son reaches his 12th year, not much earlier, then let him have a few hours in the garden and
fields helping. In this way he will learn through his limb activity to get to know the seasons of the year,
which will enrich his school lessons. One will have to guide him to observations from which questions will
arise. The answers should always make their starting point from people. The fruit of such activities
appear in the adult, metamorphosed into the social life.”
A comment to Mrs Stegmann, by R. Steiner out of the note book of Ms Michels.
From an article by Peter Lange about the Gardening Curriculum, Erziehungskunst, Vol. 6, 1996

The Central Experience of the Content
The focus of the gardening programme involves expanding students' capacity for observation and care
and attention to detail. The practical focus is on annual plants (mainly vegetables) although perennial
plants such as hedges, natives and strawberries can be worked with. Each student is the custodian of
one bed of their own in the garden area for half of each term during weekly lessons. During the year the
practical tasks performed include composting, weeding, seeding, mulching, harvesting, forming raised
beds and maintaining paths; care and use of tools, worm farm and hens; using liquid manure and liquid
vermicast; and nursery work including propagation by root division, growing annual vegetable seedlings
for sale, singling seedlings, labelling and weeding pots.

Future Capacities
This work with plants through the seasons of the year involves the student in a deep bodily way with
nature – an experience that will build a relationship to nature that awakens many of the subjects taught in
the more academic curriculum.
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Content Description
Topic 6.5B Science/Geography

Gardening / Horticulture

(Practice lessons)

Students learn to:
1. Care for plants in their own garden bed.
2. Use propagation, soil development and tool care in the management of their garden bed
over the year.
3. Consider and implement sustainable management, waste and gardening practices for the
environment including organic and bio-dynamic methods, composting and worm farming,
understanding how the environment can be protected.
Threefold Cycle of Content Elaboration
Learning Experiences
Students learn
observation, care and
attention to detail.
They work a practical
focus on annual plants
(mainly vegetables)
although perennial
plants such as hedges,
natives and
strawberries are
worked with.
Each student is the
custodian of one area
of the garden.
They learn the care and
use of tools, as well as
the care of plants.

Multi-modal Artistic
Activities
During the year they carry out
practical tasks: including
composting, weeding, seeding,
mulching, harvesting, forming
raised beds and maintaining
paths;
They clean and repair tools.
They look after the worm farm
and hens; using liquid manure
and liquid vermicast in the
fertilisation of the plants.
They learn propagation by root
division and seed planting.

Understanding of the Content
The students learn to understand
what is needed to care for the plant
in the different seasons of the year
and how this care involves a variety
of disciplines that are brought
together if the plants are to grow
successfully.
They develop not only knowledge of
the vegetable plants but also a feel
for the life in the soil and how the
interaction of warmth, moisture and
soil life are involved in healthy plant
growth.
They consider and implement
sustainable practices for the
environment including composting,
worm farming, organic and biodynamic methods.

Students work in the
nursery
Propagating annual
seedlings. seedlings for
sale, singling seedlings,
labeling and weeding
pots.
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Topic 6.6 Science/Geography:

Astronomy

“Human Beings will want more and more to connect earth processes with the order of the cosmos,
because fundamentally, they seek to connect their soul with something of a greater, higher order that lifts
the confusion of earth into an encompassing whole. The teaching of Astronomy in the middle school, can
meet such a seeking, which stirs early in the unconscious. The in the students of classes 6 and 7 there is
the dawning of the first consciousness of their own destiny- a premonition of their own uncertain life.”
Manfred von Mackensen, 2005 (Forward to “Himmelskunde” by Liesbeth Bisterbosch)

The Central Experience of the Content
Students learn the names, pictures and stories of the most common bright stars and constellations, their
movements through the year, the movement of the sun, moon and planets and gain a relationship to the
night sky which can accompany them for the rest of their days.

Future Capacities
Students gain a relationship to a part of the world that the whole planet shares. This relationship is one
they can build on and recognise in all parts of the earth and contributes to helping them be a true world
citizen.
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Content Description
Topic 6.6
Science/Geography

Astronomy

(Main Lesson)

Students learn to:
1. Recognise the names of the brightest stars, the constellations and the planets.
2. Recognise the movement of celestial bodies along the eastern and western horizons, above
the northern horizon and the way this changes, from the poles, to the temperate regions of the
northern and southern hemispheres, to the equator.
3. Appreciate the stories and mythologies of the stars, from different cultures, and the Dreaming
Stories of Australia.
4. Study the vegetation zones of the earth’s latitudes and the connection between plant growth,
climate and celestial movement.
Threefold Cycle of Content Elaboration
Learning
Experiences(Stage 1)

Multi-modal Artistic Activities
(Stage 2)

Understanding of the Content
(Stage 3)

Students learn to
recognise and draw the
main star constellations,
their pictures, stories and
seasonal appearance.

They identify and draw the forms of
the constellations and their
mythological ‘pictures’.

They understand star paths in the
different regions of the sky and the
ecliptic. They learn how these star
paths will change at the equator
and at the poles.

They write the stories which connect
the constellations
They understand star paths and the
ecliptic.

They know where to look for
planets and can draw the
geometrical forms of their
movement as seen from earth.

They move the forms of the planets
and stars in space.

They experiencing awe in the
beauty and presence of the
heavens feeling themselves
citizens of a cosmos imbued with
order and harmony.

Students make naked
eye observations of sun,
moon, planets and
constellations over time
at school, on camp/at
home.
They hear ancient /
indigenous myths of the
celestial world.

They write journal entries and poetry
about:
observed celestial phenomena;
drawing the observations of the
rhythms of the sun, moon and
constellations over time;

They study the position
and forms of the
southern cross and its
movement during the
night and during the year.

They make drawings and
descriptions of the southern cross
and the other bright stars around the
south celestial pole and its positions
over the year.

Students study
vegetation zones of the
earth’s latitudes – poles,
temperate zones and the
equator, as well as the
changes that occur in
altitude.

They draw the growth forms of the
plants in the different regions and
discuss the relation of these forms to
the movements of the sun and moon
at these regions.

Students know how to use the
southern cross to find true south
and they also know how to use it
as a clock and a calendar.
They appreciate connections that
exist between plant growth, climate
and celestial movements which
affect the seasons and the day
night rhythms of the world.
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Topic 6.7

Science

Introduction to Physics 1:
Acoustics, Optics, Warmth
(Main Lesson)

“We start with the teaching of physics in the 6th class in such a way that it is linked with what the child has
acquired through the teaching of music. We start our teaching of physics by letting the acoustics grow out
of the musical. You bring acoustics into relation with musical science when you describe the human
larynx physically and physiologically. You cannot describe the eye (or the ear) at this age but the human
larynx you can. Then you proceed to optics and the science of heat, taking the most important items. The
principles of electricity and magnetism should be taught in the 6th as well.”
R. Steiner, 6th Sept, 1919. The three Curriculum lectures; L.2., Stuttgart

The Central Experience of the Content
The students are presented with phenomena which are artistic but of the world. They are expected to
observe closely and then with the guidance of the teacher integrate the experiences from the different
fields of experience, e.g. tone, movement, position, balance. The separate sense phenomena need to be
thought together into a meaningful connection, not so much a causative one.

Future Capacities
The students learn to know and trust their own experiences and the world they are connected to by their
senses. A new interest in the phenomena of the world is awakened through experiencing how thought
can enrich our awareness for new experiences. There is the beginning of the sense that experiences can
be created through one’s own activity.
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Content Description
Topic 6.7 Science
Introduction to Physics: Acoustics, Optics, Warmth

(Main Lesson)

Students will learn to:
1. Experience the phenomena of acoustics out of music, those of optics, out of observing the
image nature of the visible world, (an “optics of images”).
2. Experience warmth phenomena out of the extremes of cold and heat.
3. conduct experiments considering not just the effects, but developing a feeling for the whole
system which produces the effects, appreciating it aesthetically without emphasis on causes.
Their capacity for wonder will be strengthened.
Threefold Cycle of Content Elaboration
Learning Experiences

Multi-modal Artistic Activities

Understanding of Content

Students listen and watch
a musical quartet play a
piece of music.

They describe the movement
and sounds of the different
instruments.
Learn about the construction of
the different instruments and
where they are placed in
relation to the human body.
Drawings.

They understand the relationship
between pitch and size and are able to
extend the relationship to other areas
such as the song of birds and the tone
sung, tinkling mountain streams and
slow meandering rivers.
They understand the size: length ratios
in relation the intervals of the octave
and the fifth.

They experience the
playing of the Monochord

They experiment with
Chladni Plates .
They experience being in a
completely blackened
room in silence and
experience the gradual
illumination of the room.
They experiment with
coloured after images and
contrast images

They engage in
illumination experiments (
for example as described
in Phenomena Based
Physics, Vol.1)
They experiment with
candles, lanterns and
shadows.
They experiment with
molten metal in water,
sounds of falling boiling
water and ice cold water,
with ink forms in ice cold
and boiling water,
weighted wire on an ice
block, dexterity with frozen
fingers.

They observe the relationship
of tone to string length. They
draw and describe the
phenomena, hear about the life
of Pythagoras and his work
with music and number.
They draw and describe the
patterns that arise with tone.
They collect and describe their
experiences about space,
imagination, fears and the
emergence of colour etc. as the
dark is illuminated.
They capture, by drawing and
writing, the colours of the after
images in colour. Colour
blindness is discussed.

They characterise the
experiments with descriptions
and drawings, followed by
discussion of questions arising.

They try and connect the quality of the
sound with the forms created.
They understand the role of
illumination in our experience of space
and order.

They explore the nature of after
images as a kind of “inner experience
of light”, a complement to the outer
experience. They differentiate after
images and contrast images.
They develop a new language for
understanding the illuminated world
based on the phenomena of
connection bright surfaces and the
field of view seen from the surfaces.
“Self bright”, “Dependant Bright”; “Self
dark”; “Through Bright”; “Side Bright”.
They learn to relate their experiences
to other experiences thus building a
richer understanding of phenomena.
Understanding of umbra and
penumbra phenomena of shadows
and half shadows.
Learning to associate what the
qualities of warmth and cold are in
relation to self and place.

As above.
As above.
They work with stories about
the cold such as Jack London’s
“To Light a Fire”.
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Topic 6.8

Science Introduction to Physics 2:
Electrostatics and Magnetism
(Main Lesson)

The Central Experience of the Content
Students will explore those aspects of electricity which stand at the beginning of its discovery –
electrostatics and earth magnetism. The emphasis will be on bringing about experiences which lay a
basis for the elaboration of the study of these fields of phenomena in subsequent years. The historical
times which embraced these discoveries were the times when Britain was beginning to become a global
world power, in the reign of Elizabeth the First. William Gilbert, her physician, pioneered the study of both
these areas which both then have come to play an important role globally. The topic can integrate both
hands on science experiments with a colourful historical context which can give the 12 year old a very
holistic introduction to the subject..Students, through experiments and demonstrations have down to
earth experiences of two areas that play a large role in modern life, electricity and magnetism. They learn
to relate their experiences qualitatively to the context of the phenomena in life. For example, electricity
creates phenomena that fall outside the norm (snippets of dry paper are drawn upwards against their
weight). This small scale phenomenon is related to the larger phenomenon that electricity has helped
create the modern life style that is lived more independently from the cycle of day and night.

Future Capacities
Students learn to relate their experience to broader contexts – the basis for thinking holistically. Thinking
holistically is an important attribute for the future where our thinking and its application will increasingly be
required to be contextualised within a larger framework.
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Content Description
Topic 6.8 Science

Introduction to Physics: Electrostatics and Magnetism (Main Lesson)

Students will learn to:
1. Appreciate the historical context of the discovery of electricity and explore those aspects of
electricity which stand at the beginning of its discovery – electrostatics and earth magnetism
and their connection to William Gilbert.
2. Undertake experiments on electrostatics and earth magnetism
3. Understand the nature of charge and its appearance in conductors and insulators
4. understand magnetism as a whole Earth phenomenon that is dynamic and not fixed.

Threefold Cycle of Content Elaboration
Learning Experiences

Multi-modal Artistic Activities

Understanding of the Content

Students are introduced to the
historical
discovery
of
electricity.
Experiences
with
static
electricity using amber, plastic
film, PVC rod, fur, wool and
glimmer lamps. Students test
materials for static attraction
and
repulsion.

They draw and describe their
experiences and then discuss
questions arising from their
experiences of experimentation.
They become aware of the
importance of “rubbing” and
“separation” in bringing about the
‘charged state’.
They work with the experiments
as above. The biography of Ben
Franklin is studied.

They build an understanding of
electricity as a state that creates
a condition ‘freed’ from the
normal conditions of life.
They become aware of the
polarity of charge and how they
are affected by warmth and
damp.
They understand the nature of
charge and its appearance in
conductors and insulators.
The role of the lightning
conductor is appreciated.

They work with the Guericke
Machine to charge conductors
on insulators, e.g. a person
standing on a Styrofoam plate.
Students experience magnetite
and how it behaves when
floated on water in a container.
They experiment with a
magnetic inclinometer and
measure the inclination of the
Earth’s magnetic field.
They hammer steel rods
orientated to the magnetic field
– magnetise them and
demagnetise them with
hammering and with fire.

As above. Stories are told of the
discovery of magnetite and its
early uses.
As above.
The Biography of William Gilbert
and his work with Earth
magnetism and electricity is
studied in relation to Elizabethan
England.

They learn how magnetite
preserves an orientation which it
had when part of the bedrock.
They understand the working of
a compass.
Students gain an understanding
of magnetism as a whole Earth
phenomenon that is dynamic
and not fixed. This whole earth
study cross references to the
whole Earth study of the plant
world and the stars.
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Topic 6.9 Mathematics

Business Mathematics

“At this stage it must be remembered that the human being has an instinct for gain, for
profiteering, for the principle of discount etc., which appeals to the instincts. But we must be sure to use
this stage of development for studying the relations existing between calculation and the circulation of
commodities and finance, that is for doing calculations in percentage, interest, discount etc.” …
Rudolf Steiner:Practical Course for Teachers, Lecture 14, Stuttgart 1919

The Central Experience of the Content
This topic is an opportunity to link the mathematical thought processes to practical life situations on both
a personal and community level. The students come to an understanding of the flow of goods and
money, and elements of basic bookkeeping and banking are considered. This topic affords the students
real experiences of the world of business, trade and finance.

Future Capacities
This topic seeks to bring to the children real, meaningful and practical experiences that satisfy their
increasing interest in matters of the world. The content will give the students an understanding of the
functioning of the world of economy, trade and banking, and instil good financial habits that will stand
them in good stead for their adult lives.
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Content description
Topic 6.9 Mathematics

Business Mathematic (Main Lesson and Practice Lessons)

This topic introduces the students to the world of business, trade and finance.
Students will learn to:
1. Understand the basic principles of business and banking;
2. Become familiar with terminology such as cost price, selling price, profit, loss, discount, mark
up etc.;
3. Investigate tables and simple graphs as an effective visual method of presenting information;
pose questions, select and trial methods of categorical and numerical data collection and
construct displays including tables, column graphs, picture graphs and dot plots; describe and
interpret displays including side by side column graphs and evaluate their effectiveness;
interpret data presented in media
4. Investigate other commonly encountered methods of presenting information, such as
timetables, utility bills, bank statements etc.
5. Use decimals, fractions and percentages in calculations.
Content Elaboration
Learning Experiences

Multi-modal and Artistic Activities

Conceptual Knowledge and
Skills

Students learn to order
and represent
information graphically.

Students could perform small surveys to
generate data that can be expressed
graphically, and investigate the use of
different types of graphs and how
information may be presented most
effectively.

Students appreciate the
rationale behind choosing a
specific way in which
information can be presented
visually and graphically.

Students are presented
the principles and
historical development
of trade and banking.

Students could research and present
different approaches to transactions and
how these have transformed over time.

Students appreciate the
different ways in which goods
can be exchanged eg barter,
for money.

Students learn the
mathematics behind the
day to day operation of
a simple business.

Students could plan and run a small
business, calculate percentages in terms
of discount, profit, loss, taxation, GST etc,
analyse their businesses’ profitability and
present their findings.

Students have a direct
experience of the world of
trade and business, of the
realities of profit and loss etc.
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Topic 6.10 Mathematics

Number and Algebra

The Central Experience of the Content
This topic uses the practical experience of construction and measurement of shapes as a starting point
for the development of formulae for perimeter and area. Once familiarity with the concept is established,
formulae can be developed for the financially related calculations encountered in topic 6.1, and the
solution of simple algebraic equations arising out of formulae.

Future Capacities
This topic prepares the students for the abstraction of using a symbol to represent a number. Students
awaken to the power of Mathematics to describe a situation in which repetitive calculations may need to
be performed with varying quantities. Familiarity and facility with the use of letters to represent numbers
(pro-numerals) in these formulae provide the student with the foundations out of which Algebra will
develop. This topic represents the first steps in developing higher order thinking required in Algebra and
Calculus.
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Content Description
Topic 6.10 Mathematics
Number and Algebra
(Main Lessons (possibly two) and Practice Lessons)
Students will learn to:
1. Consolidate and extend the skills and concepts developed previously in order to lay the
foundations for Algebra;
2. Order, read, write and sequence numbers and use the four processes with numbers to tens of
millions
3. Develop formulae for and solve problems of the area and perimeter of various shapes out of
practical experiences of construction and measurement; take scale into account
4. Use and convert between units of measurement for length, area, mass and capacity;
5. Become familiar with the concept of using a letter or symbol as a pronumeral;
6. Develop ways of describing situations mathematically and become familiar with the
development of mathematical statements from word sentences and vice versa;
7. Discover and apply the rule to generate sequences of numbers, including fractions and
decimals;
8. Use the order of operations and the substitution of values to solve simple mathematical
formulae;
9. Solve problems based on the interpretation of commonly encountered sources of information
such as timetables, utility bills, bank statements etc.;
10. Solve problems based on time, and convert between 12 and 24-hour time.
11. Describe the likelihood of an event occurring and record results and compare.
This topic is integrated with topics 6.1 and 6.2

Threefold Content Elaboration

Learning Experiences

Multi-modal and Artistic Activities

Conceptual Knowledge and
Skills

Students accurately
construct various shapes,
such as squares,
triangles, rectangles and
compound shapes on grid
paper.

Students could measure their shapes
to calculate the perimeter and count
squares to establish the area, and
then use this experience to deduce
the formulae for the perimeter and
area.

Students develop and use
formulae for the perimeter and
area of shapes.

Students enact simple
operations or transactions
with counters etc, write
sentences to describe
them, and then ‘translate’
these into formulae.

Students could set one another
challenges to ‘translate’ word
sentences to mathematical
statements and vice versa.

Students learn to write
mathematical statements from
word sentences and vice versa,
and come to an appreciation of
the power of Mathematics as a
descriptive tool.

Students use formulae in
repetitive contexts.

Students could calculate mark-ups,
GST, profit and loss etc for
transactions in a business context.

Students come to an appreciation
of the use of formulae to facilitate
repetitive calculations.
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Topic 6.11 Mathematics

Geometry and Measurement

The Central Experience of the Content
This topic introduces the students to the drawing instruments, techniques and materials used in the study
of Geometry. Great stress is laid on the neatness and accuracy of each construction. Simple forms based
on the six-part division of the circle are the starting point for this work, and lead onto more complex forms
based on Mathematical processes and the stellar polygons.

Future Capacities
During this topic, the children come to an understanding of the need for careful, accurate construction in
order to produce beautiful geometric forms. This is an excellent will exercise, as some of the
constructions may take hours to complete, cultivating a methodical, focussed and patient approach.
Through Geometry the students experience number principles and patterns, which nurture an aesthetic
sense for Mathematics, and an appreciation of the beauty and intricacy of form.
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Content Description
Topic 6.11 Maths

Geometry and Measurement
(Main Lesson and Practice Lessons)

This topic concentrates on the forms that may be constructed within a circle.
The students will learn to:
1. Execute constructions carefully and accurately using pencil, ruler and compass;
2. Measure and name angles; bisect lines and angles
3. Develop their skill and construction technique by beginning with simple forms based on the sixpart division of the circle, which lead onto the twelve, sixteen and twenty-four divisions of the
circle;
4. Investigate more complex patterns and forms based on Mathematical operations and the stellar
polygons; including metamorphosis through rotations, reflections and symmetry.
Learning Experiences

Multi-modal and Artistic Activities

Students continue to develop Students could practise the
the correct and accurate use measurement of angles and develop
of drawing instruments.
construction technique with increasingly
complex and demanding forms.

Students learn to construct
increasingly complex
geometric patterns within a
circle.

Conceptual Knowledge and
Skills
Students come to an
understanding of the need for
careful, accurate construction in
order to produce beautiful
geometric forms.

Students could construct patterns based Students develop skills in the
on the six, twelve, sixteen and twenty
areas of construction technique
four divisions of the circle, and the
and accuracy of measurement.
stellar polygons of 5, 6, 8, 10 etc sides.

Students construct forms in Students could construct increasingly
which two triangles intersect complex forms, such as two squares
to form a stellar hexagon.
forming a stellar octagon, a stellar
dodecagon formed by three squares or
four triangles etc.

Students learn to geometrically
represent the mathematical
operations, and experience the
mathematical processes
inherent in the forms.

Students learn to identify the Elements of the patterns and forms may
core elements of forms or
be highlighted by the use of colour.
patterns within a
construction.

Students gain an appreciation
of the essential elements that
lend beauty and intricacy to
form.
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Form Drawing
In Class 6 Formal geometry replaces Form Drawing lessons. However the forms are carried into other
activities, such as folk dance and Eurythmy.
.

Winter Festival Fire-sticks movement activity.
Class 6 students walk complex geometric forms based on the number 7
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Topic 6.12

Geography:

Australia and the World Beyond

Drawing will go hand in hand with geography. It would be of the greatest importance for the
growing pupil to have really intelligent lessons in drawing; during the lessons he would be led to
draw the globe from various sides, to draw the mountains and rivers of the earth in their relation to
one another, then to turn to astronomy and to draw the planetary system ... certainly before they
have reached 15, perhaps from the 12th year onwards…
Rudolf Steiner

The Central Experience of the Content
After the experience of classroom and home surroundings in Class 1 and 2, farming and built structures
of the immediate area in Class 3, to the wider local area in Class 4, and local region in Class 5, the
students now expand to the 'home' continent- with particular emphasis on polarities (urban-rural, plainsmountains, coastal-inland- and often linked by the course of the great rivers. Students continue to
experience an approach linking physical geography and climate to vegetation, natural resources and
basic economics (coal mining, forestry, fishing, trade) as well as infrastructure.
The students’ understanding and experience is extended through painting and drawing the earth's main
mountain ranges, the oceans and distribution of the continents. The links between major vegetation types
and amount of sun and rain is made. Vegetation types explored include forests, deserts, temperate zones
and arctic regions. The great rivers are studied as individual. Students explore the distribution of major
natural resources and are introduced to a narrative example of regional and world trade and economic
considerations.
Links are made with Australian History, Astronomy and Geology topics.

Future Capacities
In later life the understanding of other cultures is enhanced by this earlier sense of the whole world and
the qualities and connections of places and people. At this time between the12thand14th year the students
themselves are ready to move into the world with empathy and possibilities of altruism, with openness
and courage which will stay with them if nurtured in just this way.
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Content description
Geography 6.12 : Australia and the World Beyond (As a Main Lesson, or as additions to either
Botany, Geology, Astronomy, History of Australia or as practice lessons)
Students will learn to:
Part A Australian Geography - (can be integrated with 6.4 Australian History)
1. View the structure of the mountain ranges of Australia and their connection to the river
systems.
2. Understand the Australian continent through consideration of its polarities: urban-rural, the
plains-mountains, and coastal-inland locations and different vegetation types.
3. Relate physical geography (links to Geology) and climate - including the impact of flood,
vegetation (links to Botany) and natural resources. Recognise their connection to the historical
development (links to Australian History) of economics, infrastructure and human society.
Map and represent the Countries and Places of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples.
Map Australia’s States and Territories and major natural and human features.
Part B World Geography
4. View world regions beyond Australia and map and draw the world from various aspects
locating some countries on each continent/region.
5. Experience the general relationship of the mountain ranges to the river systems of the world
and their characteristic individual qualities.
6. Consider diverse regions of the earth connecting climatic conditions to astronomical conditions
7. Recognise examples of the general links between major vegetation types in rain forests,
deserts, temperate zones and arctic regions to the amount of sun, rain and prevailing wind
patterns.
8. Consider an example of the distribution of major natural resources and relation to regional or
world trade, considering ethical development and sharing of resources.
9. Considering examples of countries from the continents/regions of Europe and North and South
America, Africa as well as Asia they describe location in absolute and relative terms, relate
physical geography, (links to Geology), climate, vegetation (links to Botany) and natural
resources. They identify and compare spatial distributions and patterns. They recognise their
diversity and connection to the differing development of human indigenous and non-indigenous
societies, economics and infrastructure, demographic and social characteristics.
Geographical Skills
10. Extend mapping skills to painted and drawn maps of the whole earth/globe. Map using
cartographic conventions of border, source, legend, title, north point.
11. Develop exact imagination, translating descriptive narrative to inner pictures and outer
representations
12. Experience the ability to visualize whole systems in geographical regions.
13. Develop a sense of connections between geology, geography, climate, astronomy, botany,
human endeavour, economics and history and personal relationships to places..
14. Experience emerging thoughts and feelings of ethical responsibility for the earth.
15. Develop Geographical questions and plan an enquiry. Identify a variety of valid sources, collect
and record data using formal measurements and record information ethically from primary and
secondary sources (such as interviewing people, surveys, maps e.g. satellite images, plans,
photographs, diaries, statistics or reports), evaluating their usefulness. Follow protocols for
consultation with local Aboriginal community and/or Torres Strait Islander communities.
16. Represent data in plans, graphs, tables, sketches and diagrams and identify spatial
distributions, patterns and trends to infer relationships to draw conclusions. Communicate
findings in a variety of forms using geographical vocabulary and tools and reflect on their
learning to propose an individual or group response to a Geographical issue and the expected
benefits on different groups of people.
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6.12 Threefold Content Elaboration
Possible Learning
Experiences
Part A Australian
Geography
Visualise the structure of the
mountain ranges and river
systems as an imagination
from a descriptive narrative of
a journey across the continent
(explorers, migratory animals
or early air travel) with
reflections on the
interrelationship between the
two systems.
Imagine the polarity of
geographical features of the
mountain ranges and plains;
the coastal areas and inland
regions, the tropical rainforests
and temperate forests of the
south, and their natural
resources..

Experience areas of polarity in
the national, state or regional
environment; driving, camping
and hiking, canoeing or horse
riding.
Hear stories of the geographic
settlement, farming,
community development, local
trade and industrialisation of
regions of Australia.

Multi-Modal Artistic Activities

Render this imaginative picture
in a 2-D form of a drawing or
painting or a 3-D relief form,
showing a selection of the
Great Dividing Range, Flinders
Ranges, Musgrave,
MacDonnell and Kimberley
Ranges;
the Murray-Darling, Snowy,
Murrumbidgee, the Fitzroy,
Ord, Swan, Derwent, Tamar
and Hawkesbury River systems
Journal experiences of polarity
in the diverse regional
landscapes.

Representation and
Understanding
Describe in writing the experience
of the broad overview of the
whole system of
geographical/landscape features
of the continent in e.g. an
historical diary, description,
imaginary journey including
relationship of rainfall, mountain
streams, rivers and estuaries to
mountain ranges.

Describe the polarity of vegetation
zones of Australia in relation to
climate and landscape.

Map/draw the major deserts,
forest/bushland areas, e.g.
coastal heath-land, central
deserts, Nullabor Plain, Brigalow
Belt, Eastern alluvial plains and
lowlands; Australia’s oceans
and the Great Barrier Reef,
forested regions of the southern
and northern Alps (GDR)
Draw the distribution of some
natural resources.
Map urban and rural areas of
Australia: states, capital cities,
population centres, land use
and major transport routes.

Describe the connection of
historical development of urban
and rural areas and their
economics e.g. coal mining,
forestry, fishing, trade and the
necessary transport e.g. ports,
railways and roads
e.g. Large cities where banking.
trade and government exist
compared to towns where farming
communities meet.
e.g. Comparison to Roman
history with roads linking towns
extended throughout Europe. In
Australia ports become more
significant because trade has to
be via ocean.
e.g. Population
i. where would you like to live?
Why?
ii. patterns of colonisation –
concentrated in major cities such
as Sydney and Melbourne and
living near water in a dry land
compared to reduced numbers
living in the hot north, away from
ports and shipping routes..
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6.12 Threefold Content Elaboration
Possible Learning
Experiences

Multi-Modal Artistic
Activities

Representation and
Understanding

Part B World Geography
Observe the globe, including
the major oceans and
mountains and rivers in
relation to one another.

Experience a sense of connection
to the whole earth, its beauty and
form. Reflect on the
interconnection between
mountains and rivers

Present descriptive narratives of
neighbouring oceans and
countries/regions of the world
and extend through personal
accounts from travel books and
diaries

Draw individual neighbouring
regions, countries or
continents showing the
distribution of vegetation,
products of the earth,
landforms, and beginning with
the river systems and
uppermost layers, draw
regional maps

Develop understandings linking
the geographical, economic and
cultural conditions; connect
different countries through clearly
picturing regions of the world
including several indigenous
peoples as part of the world’s
cultural diversity e.g. Maori, Ainu
of Hokkaido, Gaoshan of Taiwan.

Develop an imaginative picture
of the link between climatic and
seasons.

Draw pictures of the seasonal
variations.

Understand and summarise the
connection of daily and seasonal
rhythms related to changes in
climate.

Form a visual and narrative
imagination of the sun, rain and
wind patterns as they interact
with the landscape to form the
basis for vegetative growth.

Draw pictures of the sun, rain
and wind patterns of regions
of the continent in relation to
deserts, woodlands, scrub,
farming regions, floodplains/
river basins.

Recognise examples of the
general links between major
vegetation types in forests,
deserts, temperate zones and
Antarctic regions to the amount of
sun, rain and prevailing wind
patterns.

Integrate a pictorial introduction
to the world as represented
through the globe

Listen to poetry that describes
such landscape and vegetation.
Eg Judith Wright “ South of my
Days”, John Shaw Neilson “ The
Poor, Poor Country”,

Write poetry or descriptive
narratives to highlight
landscape, flora and fauna.

Give a geographical and cultural
context of the natural resources
in a region or country and a
narrative outline of their
development, harvesting/mining
and shipping.

Draw a pictorial map of the
resources exported from a
region or country and the
imported resources needed.
E.g. from Australia:
i. iron ore returning as
imported steel mainly from
China
ii. wool and cotton – returning
as clothing from China

Consider an example of the
distribution of natural resources
and their relation to national or
world trade.

Consider a specific instance of a
research topic in resources and
trade e.g. family use of locally
produced foods or imports;
climate e.g. work in the garden
beds and seasonal yields;
relationship between climate,
vegetation and economics.

Develop Geographical
questions, e.g. collect and
record information ethically
from primary and secondary
sources, evaluating their
usefulness. Represent data in
plans, graphs, tables, sketches
and diagrams.

Identify relationships to draw
conclusions. Communicate
findings and propose individual
and group response to an
environmental issue and the
expected benefits
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OVERARCHING THEMES
Which are implemented throughout

Stage 2: Classes 4-6

Contents
A.
B.
C.
D.

Festivals, Celebrations and Rhythms of Time
(not applicable to Stage 2)
Handcrafts of the Traditional World
Morning Circle

NOTE:

Geography content added August / November 2013 / Sep 2014
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Overarching Themes
Which Are Implemented Throughout Classes 4 - 6

Theme A: Celebrations, Festivals and Rhythms of Time
Integrated Overarching Theme A

Stage 2 (Class 4-6)

“Throughout the year we fulfil the common tasks and duties of daily life and at the times of a festival we
turn our attention to the links which bind us with eternity. And although daily life is fraught with many a
struggle, at these times a feeling awakens within us that above all the strife and turmoil there is peace
and harmony”
Rudolf Steiner
"Those who contemplate the beauty of the Earth find reserves of strength that will endure as long as life
lasts. There is symbolic as well as actual beauty in the migration of birds, the ebb and flow of tides, the
folded bud ready for spring. There is something infinitely healing in the repeated refrains of nature -- the
assurance that dawn comes after the night and spring after the winter."
Rachel Carson
The Central Experience of the Content

As in times past festivals are held to celebrate such events as the harvest or spring. They bring whole
communities together in shared purpose and highlight the supportive cycles of life, They bring meaning to
human existence and reconnect people with the universe and their origins. The children sense the joy
and gratitude in the community around them. Children experience the diverse cultural festivals and the
historical continuum of celebrating the earth, humanity and the cosmos and their connections. A sense of
the great spans of time and the progressing cycles of existence is experienced.
Future Capacities
The experience of the festivals will live within the child, fostering reverence through the acknowledgement
of something greater than themselves, allowing trust to grow and gratitude and harmony to be more
deeply experienced. Through the sense of being embedded in the great cycles of life the students gain
security and trust which is a counter to the ever changing challenges of daily life.
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Content description
Integrated Overarching A Theme Stage 2:
Time

Celebrations, Festivals and Rhythms of

Students will learn to:
1. Sing, recite and follow creative movement for the rhythms of time and celebrate the rhythms of
the day and night and connect with sun, the moon and stars.
2. Hear stories of festivals and family celebrations and experience cycles of the seasons through
celebrations for harvest, mid-winter and spring.
3. Observe and celebrate the changing beauty and bounty of nature
4. Listen and connect to stories of the past ways of preparing festivals through growing food,
cooking, making handcrafts and storytelling and music.
5. Recall, illustrate and write reports about aspects of festivals and celebrations from teachers
and elders from many cultures.
6. Bake, make decorations and gifts for festivals, dress in festive clothes and learn music and
dances.
7. Play recorder and string instruments in whole school and class orchestras.
8. Celebrate school festivals and community gatherings as well as class celebrations such as
birthdays, farewells and end of term celebrations.
9. Gain awareness of days and weeks celebrated or commemorated in Australia (including
National Reconciliation Week and National Sorry Day) and the importance of symbols and
emblems.
10. Celebrate world events from diverse cultures and experience the various connections Australia
has with other countries and cultures; understand and contribute to Australian and world-wide
community aid projects.
11. Organise, lead and MC aspects of festivals.

Content Elaboration

Threefold Cycle of Content

Learning Experiences

Multimodal Artistic Activities

They experience the nature
and festival table with art
prints, representation of
elements of nature from the
mineral, plant and animal
world.

Children experience the rhythms of
time in diverse cultural folk dances in
which the cycles of seasons, day and
night and cosmic movement of the
sun and planets are embodied as
well as the connections to their
origins, history and to the earth.

Children attend festivals of
the school, class
community and parent and
wider community with guest
speakers.
Children hear narratives
and learn about aspects of
seasonal changes in the
environment
They learn about chosen
world-wide cultural festivals
including Australian
indigenous festivals and
those from Asia-Pacific.

Children sing and play songs on
recorder, string instruments and
musical instruments from diverse
cultures; they include songs of the
seasons, festivals and cosmic cycles
in their morning circle each day and
for the festival.
Children recall narratives and
information learnt and draw and paint
aspects of the seasonal and cultural
festivals.
They prepare for festivals- harvesting
produce, baking soups, cakes, bread;
decorating, making gifts for farewells
and birthdays; dressing in eg spring
flower wreaths. They take produce
and gifts to the wider local
community

Deep Knowledge,
Understanding and Skills
Children write about the
seasonal, nature and cultural
festivals over time and across
cultures.
They understand the role of
festivals in marking and
celebrating aspects of history.
They experience the importance
of sacred places in nature and
community where festivals are
celebrated.
They experience the security of
the rhythms of life and the joyful
anticipation of the return of the
cycles of celebration.
Children experience community
as it supports people throughout
the passage of time and they
begin to understand the
potential of their own
contribution to community and
festivals.
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Content Elaboration

Threefold Cycle of Content

Learning Experiences

Multimodal Artistic Activities

Children experience and
contribute to social
impulses for support or aid
for other communities and
countries.

They plan, MC and lead performance
aspects and speeches.

Deep Knowledge,
Understanding and Skills
They experience connections to
other countries and cultures of
the world and are aware of how
this affects their awareness of
the world.
They gain skills and confidence
in speech craft, leadership and
organisation.
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Overarching Theme C: Handcrafts of the Traditional World
Integrated Overarching Theme C

Stage 2 (Classes 4-6)

Handcrafts of the Traditional World / Woodwork
The Central Experience of the Content from the Perspective of History
The experience of traditional handcrafts takes children to times of old when the family and local
community made many of the furnishings, tools and clothes in their homes, when crafts were done by all
around the fire at night and care was taken with the objects which represented many hours of labour.
They experience the practical reality of past ways of life and they gain the skills for life in sewing, wool
crafts, weaving and woodwork which were once learnt by all. The love of colour, texture and form of
their work nurtures their artistic sense.
Future Capacities
The children develop a sense of care for each other’s work and a feeling of community that will remain
with them. They learn to appreciate the beauty and artistry of handmade goods and the empowerment
that comes from being able to make one’s own belongings. The development of community through
shared activity forms a model of a sustainable and creative future.
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Content description
Technology/History

Traditional Handcrafts of the World : Stage 2

Students will learn to:
1. Knit more complex articles and patterns including four needle knitting.
2. They make a range of toys, household items and clothes including socks or mittens, embroidered
items and dolls and felt animals.
3. To sew and use more complex embroidery.
4. They draft patterns for animal forms, felt wool and sew up.
5. They use a pattern to cut out, sew and finish a formed doll.
6. To dye fabrics and wool.
7. Plan and design woodwork projects, rasp, file, sand and oil wood for home or classroom objects.
8. Plan and create projects related to Science, History, Maths, Geography and English Topics using
clay, stone copper or bush objects. e.g. Class 4- Copper work, smithing or forging, pen and ink.
Class 5- Egyptian pyramid building, Egyptian jewellery or basketry, Greek architectural forms
Class 6 – Models of Roman aqueducts, bridge building
Content Elaboration

Threefold Cycle of Content

Possible Teachers
Multimodal Artistic Activities
Presentations and Children’s
Learning Experiences
Children learn to work with four
Children observe and study the needles and to design and follow
making of knitted socks,
patterns with stripes, geometric
mittens and of designs in the forms and fair isle designs.
round .They experience knitting
being done by the teacher and They sew up and finish knitted
visitors such parents and
pieces of more complex clothing into
grandparents.
toys, clothing or other items as gifts.
They hear stories of past ways
of life and the origins of the
materials they are using such
as silk, wool, cotton and
Children see teachers and
community members drafting
patterns, sewing and finishing
dolls and toy animals.

Children do more complex
embroidery including cross stitch
forms. They design items such as
bookmarks, pencil cases, pillow
cases, table runners or wall
hangings.

Representation or Deep
Understanding
Children develop a deep connection
to the joy and satisfaction of making
something with their own hands
which traditional life gave.
Children gain skill increased skill in
plain, purl and in shaping, casting
off and on of knitting as well as
following patterns, fair isle, four
needle knitting in the round and
design.
They appreciate the closeness to
the beauty of nature and its forms,
colours and textures which arises in
traditional craftwork.

Children follow patterns, cut out, sew
and finish a formed doll with hair,
Children experience the contribution
facial features and clothes.
of the natural environment to life
Children see the woodworker or
and family. They understand the
teacher preparing wood,
Children design, rasp, file, sand and value and qualities of different
rasping, filing, sanding and
polish well-finished items out of
materials used for different items
polishing.
wood eg egg forms, spoons and
bowls.
Children experience the ways of
They experience many
life, tools, materials and skills of
handcrafted items used in the
traditional times in their own class
school.
community - times in which
everything in the environment was
made with care and artistry.
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Traditional Handcrafts of the World
Range of Activities
(A Creative Arts Curriculum will detail Scope and Sequence in Stage 2 of the ASCF Project 2014)
Class 4
Work from patterns
Picture forms
Design work

Class 5
Work from patterns
Picture forms
Design work

Wool
crafts

Pictures/ patterns
Stocking stitch, fair isle
patterns
Shaping, finishing

Four/five needle knittingmittens, socks or gloves
Felting clothes
Further crochet, double
and triple
Increase and decrease

Weaving

Circular weaving
Needle
More complex plaits, cords, ropes

Approach

Doll-making

Paper
crafts
Wood work

Sewing

Trades
Metalwork/
Main
Lesson
related
Festival
crafts

Class 6
Work from patterns
Picture forms
Design work
3-D pattern making
Felted slippers with leather soles

Frame loom
Macramé,
Netted bags
Pattern use
Shaped head, limbs
Hair and facial features
Clothes for doll

Paper mache forms of local area, region
Handmade paper
Bark and twigs to make
Different timbers and
Make spoons, scrapers, darning
animals, boats, figures.
their properties,
eggs, moving toys, eg pecking
Make simple spoon,
hollowing out logs, use birds, waddling ducks.
stirrer
of simple tools to
Filing, rasping, chiselling, planing,
Log constructions eg
shape timber, split
sawing, sanding
borders
kindling.
Safe handling of tools.
Cross-stitch, skill with
Consolidate stitching
Felt animals
needle, thimble
skills
Pattern making, gussets, 3-d
Pincushions, book
form, turning inside out, , stuffing,
covers, bags,
shaping
Tapestry
stab stitch and glove stitch
Copper work, smithing
Egyptian Jewellery,
Rome -Bridge building,
Simple charcoal pit
Egyptian pyramids,
aqueducts, architecture
forge, poker
Models from Greek
Simple musical instruments
Boat building- Viking
architecture/columns
boats
Basketry, coiled ,
Pen and ink
handle making
Candle making, flower wreaths, leaf rubbings, corn dolls, bread dough figures,
decorated candles, tissue paper mobiles and transparencies, mandalas, symbols,
egg decorating, mask making.

Woodwork Class 5 & 6
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Example: Handcrafts supporting a History Main Lesson
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Overarching Theme D: Morning Circle Class 4 - 6
The day has its rhythm and each morning we rebuild the class community by activities that reunite the
individuals into a whole. Each morning an integrated session of movement, choral verse speaking,
singing, instrumental (recorder and percussion) playing of material (poems, songs and action rhymes)
related to the current Main Lesson content serves to:
 deepen the learning through artistic experience; and
 reunite the students of the class into a community.
Future Capacities
Creativity and team playing grow from shared artistic experiences such as Morning Circle.
Learning in community fosters a sense of relationship and being a member of a team. The artistic
deepening of learned content fosters a creative imaginative and inner mobility.

Content Description
English/ Creative Arts

Morning Circle Classes 4-6

Practice Lessons

Students will learn to
1. Speak morning verses, greetings and verses to bring balance and focus
2. Speak Australian poetry and sing Australian bush ballads.
3. Speak verses from a diverse cultural and historical range including Northern Europe,
4. Ancient Cultures and Asia-Pacific.
5. Sing songs relating to the learning themes from the Topics, seasons, festivals
6. and daily rhythms
7. Play recorder, string instruments and percussion with increasing ability to read music
8. and perform at assemblies and concerts
9. Integrate mathematical tables and number patterns with body percussion and movement
10. Practice a range of mental arithmetic
11. Engage in folk dance and bean bag and movement games

Morning Circle
Verse
for Ancient Cultures:
Egypt
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Achievement Standard Class 6

ENGLISH

Receptive Modes (listening, reading and viewing)
1. By the end of Year 6, students understand how the use of text structures can achieve particular
effects.
2. They analyse and explain how language features, images and vocabulary are used by different
authors to represent ideas, characters and events.
3. Students compare and analyse information in different texts, explaining literal and implied
meaning.
4. They select and use evidence from a text to explain their response to it.
5. They listen to discussions, clarifying content and challenging others’ ideas.
Productive Modes (speaking, writing and creating)
6. Students understand how language features and language patterns can be used for emphasis.
7. They show how specific details can be used to support a point of view.
8. They explain how their choices of language features and images are used.
Students create detailed texts elaborating on key ideas for a range of purposes and audiences.
9. They make presentations and contribute actively to class and group discussions, using a variety
of strategies for effect.
10. They demonstrate understanding of grammar, make considered choices from an expanding
vocabulary, use accurate spelling and punctuation for clarity and make and explain editorial
choices.

General Capabilities Class 6

ENGLISH

Literacy
In Class 6 the knowledge of language and literacy becomes more explicit after the rich foundation of
quality literature of the preceding years. Students study and review the skills for oral presentations,
imaginative and informative written texts and research of sources. The Roman History leads to skills in
debating in accord with the times studied.
ICT
Students undertake research using varied written and visual sources which prepares them for the
beginning of digital research in Class 8.
Critical and Creative Thinking
The awareness and skill developed in creative writing brings depth to their thinking as they use e.g.
similes, metaphors, personification.
Ethical Behaviour
They study many language features which develop their reflective capacities e.g. the concessional and
conditional tenses/moods which bring consideration of ethical dimensions of responsibility e.g. Were I to
have been in his shoes I may have done the same thing.
Personal and Social Competence
Students work in the social realm in oral and written expression: they engage in creative writing and hear
each other’s work; they identify points of view and listen openly.
Intercultural Understanding
The works of many authors from varied cultures in 6.2 Wonder and Wisdom of Words, brings multiple
perspectives.
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Cross Curriculum Priorities Class 6

ENGLISH

Histories and cultures of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island peoples
Opportunities for integration of these histories and cultures come through the consideration of the impact
of European colonisation on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities in the integrated
History/Geography Topic 6.4.
Asia and Australia’s Engagement with Asia
The integration of Asian cultures comes from the story stream of Ancient Cultures which now looks at
the Roman Empire and its spread throughout the world and impact on other cultures.
Sustainability
The beauty of the earth, its landscapes, flora, fauna and elements is one area of creative writing which is
highly developed.

Achievement Standard Class 6

MATHEMATICS

1. By the end of Year 6, students are able to develop, select and apply appropriate mental and
written strategies to solve problems involving whole numbers, decimals and fractions. They
understand the equivalence of fractions, decimals and percentages, and are able to perform
simple conversions between them, as well as locate and represent them on a number line.
2. Students experience and solve practical problems inherent in the operation of a simple business
involving the use of percentages, including concepts such as profit and loss, discount, mark-up
and interest. They use, compare and interpret tables and graphs as a means of presenting data
visually, including those with two variables. They investigate the visual presentation of data in the
media. They solve problems based on the interpretation of commonly encountered sources of
visually presented information such as timetables, utility bills, bank statements etc.
3. Students experience and solve practical problems based on time, and are able to convert
between 12 and 24-hour time. They are exposed to a wide range of practical scenarios, including
those that require the use and conversion between metric units of length, mass and capacity.
They chose appropriate units of measurement and make connections between capacity and
volume.
4. In anticipation of the introduction of Algebra, students encounter and become familiar with the
development of mathematical statements from word sentences and vice versa. They develop
formulae for area and perimeter by construction and measurement, and use the order of
operations and the substitution of values to solve those and other formulae. In working with
number patterns, students discover and apply the rule to generate sequences of numbers and
identify unknown numbers,including fractions and decimals. They understand probabilities of
practical everyday events and recognise that events can be related or happen independently of
each other.
5. Students are able to construct increasingly complex patterns based on the four, six, eight, twelve,
sixteen and twenty four divisions of the circle, and the stellar polygons of five, six, eight, ten and
more sides. In their experience of Geometry, students classify, construct and measure angles
round a point, on a straight line and in triangles and polygons and solve related problems. They
also investigate the metamorphosis or transformations of form through the rotations, reflections
and symmetry employed in the construction of geometric patterns. In drawing they use colour
and tone to create 2-d representations of 3-d pictures and objects. They draw and interpret maps
and use grid references to locate landmarks.
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General Capabilities Class 6:

MATHEMATICS

Literacy
Literacy is interwoven within the Mathematics Topics throughout this stage in the poems and verses of
morning circle and in the Main Lesson books, in which there are visual representations, written
explanations and calculation. In particular 6.9 Business Maths gives opportunities for writing of ethical
principles of business and banking as well as learning new terminology and methods of presenting
information, such as timetables, bills, bank statements etc. In Algebra students develop ways of
describing situations mathematically and become familiar with the development of mathematical
statements from word sentences and vice versa.

Numeracy
Numeracy Skills are now applied to a practical realm of life skill in personal finance and business and in
Geometry to the bisecting of lines and angles and the complex constructions.
Competence in Information and Communication Technology
In the Australian Steiner Curriculum Framework in Stage 2 the scaffolding of later work in ICT is
continued.
1. Technology is understood in its relationship to the world and mathematical work. The History of Rome
brings understanding of significant technological advances.
2. The scaffolded skills of visual representation and clear organisation, filing and retrieving of
information are built in their bookwork. Research skills are developed with reference books for
independent projects.
Critical and Creative Thinking
In Stage 2 the development of critical and creative thinking is built through:
1. Skills in reflecting on the ethics of Business Mathematics.
2. The translation of number sentences into algebraic equations and the simplification of algebraic
equations through application of creative thinking.
3. Development of increasingly diverse and creative strategies to solve mathematical problems.
4. Continued development of the the ability for imaginative and flexible thinking in construction
and transformation. This is fostered in rotations, reflections, symmetry and stellar polygons as
well as forms based on the circle divisions.
Ethical Behaviour
This capability is developed
1. In the connection of mathematical ideas to the beauty of the formative dynamics of the natural
world Geometry 6.11 a connection which underpins ethical decision making in the future.
2. In consideration of the ethics of business, loans and Interest.

Personal and Social Competence
This is developed in the class community through shared learning, group explorations and an emphasis
on ethical personal endeavour rather than competitive achievement. Students engage in a business
project requiring skills in organisation, applied ethics and cooperation.
Intercultural Understanding
Connection and respect for other cultures is built initially through Mathematical learning embedded in
stories from other times and cultures and how they developed and applied mathematics eg 6.1 Ancient
Rome.

Cross Curriculum Priorities Class 6: MATHEMATICS
Histories and cultures of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island peoples
Opportunities for integration of these histories and cultures come through the story streams of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander people and their experiences when European colonisation extended
which are then woven into the Mathematics Topics as concrete examples.
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Asia and Australia’s Engagement with Asia
The integration of Asian cultures comes from the story stream of Australian History weaving through the
Mathematics content as it is used in practical examples .
Sustainability
Environmental integrity comes through connection and this is built through the Geometry Topic 6.11
which looks at dynamic forms underlying the forms of the natural world in the stellar polygons and forms
based on circle divisions..
In Business maths a consideration of the sustainability of Business practices occurs.

Achievement Standard Class 6 SCIENCE
1. By the end of Year 6 students describe effects of forces of magnetism. They explore and record
phenomena associated with light and sound. They identify requirements for the transfer of
electricity and describe the generation of electricity through electrostatics. . They discuss how
natural and human processes cause changes to the Earth’s surface.
2. Students suggest explanations for observable changes and they predict the effect of
environmental changes on living things. They compare different types of change in materials.
They observe the movement of the sun, moon and planets visible to the naked eye as well the
stars and record patterns of movement.
3. They describe how developments in science from a range of cultures have influenced their own
or others actions and affected peoples’ lives. They identify examples where scientific knowledge
is used in decision-making.
4. They can describe phenomena confidently and without preconceptions. They pose questions and
plan investigations relating to simple cause-and-effect relationships. When carrying out
investigations, they collect and organise relevant data and observe patterns. They apply the
concept of a fair test. They reflect on the processes that they have used and demonstrate an
awareness of science inquiry methods in their work. They represent experiences and knowledge
using introductory scientific language and graphical representations.
5. They begin to explain phenomena based on their experiences.

General Capabilities: Class 6 SCIENCE
Literacy
Literacy is developed in Science 6.1 – 6.5 as the students experience familiar events but are encouraged
to look at and describe them in new ways. For example, in the illuminated world there are different types
of brightness – the brightness of the green leaf illumined from behind or from in front, through brightness
and co-brightness or the flashing brightness of leaves viewed obliquely can be called side brightness. A
language of perceptible context is developed, drawn out of drawing and experiment,(Science 6.2 and
6.3). It is not a language of thought models (e.g. light rays) constructed and attached to observations but
rather a language of contextual perception which allows the student to become certain and trusting of
their own perceptions. Some phenomena and equipment, new to experience, requires a new vocabulary,
(Science 6.1 and 6.3) which is topic exclusive. Descriptive writing, drawing and the arranging of
perceptions in their contextual appearance are practiced. For example, the instruments of a string quartet
may be drawn and with the drawings, are listed: the qualitative tone pitch, the position held in relation to
the body, the speed of movement in playing, associated with each instrument, (Science 6.2). In learning
naked eye observation of the night sky, the names of major constellations and stars are learned,
(Science 6.4). In learning rock types and mineral characteristics, specialised vocabulary is learnt in
association with graphic representation. The reporting of phenomena in both written and visual form
develops another type of literacy - confidence in being able to record accurate observations upon which
further deliberation is based. Students each make a book from each 3-week block of work. This contains
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both types of writing as well as visual (diagrammatic and tabular) representations of what was
experienced as well as representations which demonstrate ways of summarising what has been learned
from a particular topic.
Numeracy
In Year 6 numeracy is enriched in topics like acoustics where the number ratios of the lengths of plucked
strings leads to the understanding that notes and intervals have a number lawfulness, (Science 6.2).
Study of the stars and their movement leads to geometrical work with the circle,(Science 6.4). The laying
out of planting beds and the intervals between seed plantings require numerical work based on practical
need, (Science 6.5).
Competence in Information and Communication Technology
In the Australian Steiner Curriculum Framework in Year 6 the scaffolding of later work in ICT is begun.
Students are expected to be able to draw representations of their observations and lay out their work
clearly with titles, sub-titles, diagrams and written descriptions. These skills of ordering their work into
description, diagram and then explanation become embodied skills, which later can be carried out by
computer software. The scaffolded skills of visual representation and clear organisation, filing and
retrieving information are built in their bookwork.
Critical and Creative Thinking
In Year 6 the science topics develop, in the students, a love and trust in their own powers of observation
and their ability to put those observations into a meaningful context in the world. For scientific work, it is
critical to develop the ability to distinguish between what is an observation and what is an interpretation.
The emphasis of the work in class 6 is in this area as well as learning to relate different perceptions
contextually, e.g. the perception of the brightness of a candle against a bright background and a dark
background leads to the understanding that brightness is not an absolute but dependant on the
brightness in the surroundings. Working with contrast images and after images (Science 6.2) provides
rich perspectives on the relativity of perceptions and the laws which underlie that.
Ethical Behaviour
This capability is developed through the development of accuracy in reporting and in practicing a strict
honesty in basing understanding on what has actually been experienced (an important part of
phenomenological learning). Experiencing how perceptions are relative in a lawful way that can be used
to understand the world is a deeply significant experience for a young person. It develops trust in their
own ability to make meaningful perceptions that are not arbitrary.
The gardening work (Science 6.5) develops a practically based learning activity where the students
experience directly a stewardship role in the cultivation of the soil for the care of plants.
.
Personal and Social Competence
This is developed in students as part of the class community where they take responsibility for their
contributions to the daily class discussions. The listening to others’ work and sharing of one’s own work is
part of this practice where students learn both to express themselves to the class and be impressed by
others in the class. The learning of biographies in relation to the science subjects e.g. the life of Dr.
William Gilbert, physician to Elisabeth the first, who pioneered the study of static electricity and earth
magnetism. Such biographies can inspire the young person to realise how interest in an area of the world
can lead to far reaching consequences for humanity.
Intercultural Understanding
Connection and respect for other cultures is cultivated by learning of scientific understanding created by
individuals from different cultures and times e.g. the legend of the discovery of magnetism by the
shepherd Magnes in northern Greece or the earliest discovery of the properties of lodestone by either the
Greeks or Chinese. The importance given to sensory perception in year 6 and the understanding of the
relativity of perception and its laws can be significantly deepened by accounts of indigenous peoples
(before exposure to the sensory overload associated with most societies today) and their acute sensory
ability e.g. the Mabaan people of Sudan.
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Cross Curriculum Priorities Class 6

SCIENCE
See GEOGRAPHY / SCIENCE

Achievement Standards Class 6 HISTORY
1.

By the end of Year 6, the students identify and describe key events, people and ideas of the
historical eras studied, and how they relate to one another in time.

2.

They identify some of the tangible and intangible legacies of the past in the art, architecture,
technology, science, literature, language and law of the modern world.

3.

Students use a variety of maps and documents to identify physical and cultural features of
historical eras studied.

4.

They understand the significance of the contribution of individuals and groups.

5.

They sequence events and compose historical texts such as narratives and description using
historical terms and concepts.

6.

They pose historical questions and carry out planned research using a range of primary and
secondary sources, identifying different experiences and points of view.

7.

In the study of Australian history students have a broad geographic and political understanding of
how Australia was established. They identify and describe changes in Australian society over the
last 200 years, and understand the influence of other countries and cultures on the development of
Australia.

General Capabilities

Class 6

HISTORY

Literacy
In Class 6 the Roman History leads to skills in debating in accord with the times studied.
ICT
Students undertake research using varied written and visual sources which prepares them for the
beginning of digital research in Class 8.
Critical and Creative Thinking
The awareness and skill developed in historical research and multiple viewpoints develops thinking
capacities.
Ethical Behaviour
The study of Roman History brings many opportunities for ethical considerations as humanity both
became concerned for individual rights but also fell to social disharmony.
Personal and Social Competence
The camp with its historical/Geographical and scientific theme brings ever more opportunities for both
independence and cooperation.
Intercultural Understanding
Consideration of Australian History looks at both indigenous Australian and migrant perspectives.
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Cross Curriculum Priorities Class 6

HISTORY

Histories and cultures of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island peoples
Opportunities for integration of these histories and cultures come through the consideration of the impact
of European colonisation on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities in the integrated
History/Geography Topic 6.4.
Asia and Australia’s Engagement with Asia
The integration of Asian cultures comes from the story stream of Ancient Cultures which now looks at
the Roman Empire and its spread throughout the world and impact on other cultures.
Sustainability
The Australian environment, both when Europeans arrived and as farming spread, is a topic for
consideration.

Achievement Standard Class 6

GEOGRAPHY

Geographical Knowledge and Understanding
1. Students describe the location of selected countries in absolute and relative terms. They explain the
characteristics of diverse places in different locations at different scales from local to global, including
selected countries. They identify and compare physical geography and climate, vegetation, natural
resources and spatial distributions and patterns.. They recognise their connection to the
development of societies, economics and infrastructure.
2. They describe the interconnections between people and places, identify factors that influence these
interconnections and describe how they change places and affect people. They identify and describe
alternative views on how to respond to a geographical challenge and propose a response.
Geographical Skills
3. Students develop geographical questions to frame an inquiry. They locate relevant information from a
range of sources to answer inquiry questions.
4. They represent data and the location of places and their characteristics in different graphic forms,
including large-scale and small-scale maps that use cartographic conventions of border, source, grid
references, scale, legend, title and north point.
5. Students interpret data and other information to identify and compare spatial distributions, patterns
and trends, infer relationships and draw conclusions. They present findings and ideas using
geographical terminology and graphic representations in a range of communication forms. They
propose action in response to a geographical challenge and describe the expected effects of their
proposal.

General Capabilities: Class 6 Geography
Literacy
In Class 6 the students develop a Geographical Inquiry and are able to research from primary and
secondary library sources and communicate findings and proposals with Geographical language for a
response to an environmental issue. They create Main Lesson Books which integrate written and visual
forms of expression including journal work, poetry, observational descriptions and charts, diagrams,
original artworks, summarising skills and appropriate layout, contents table and page numbering.
Numeracy
Study of the earth, sun, moon and stars and their movement, leads to geometrical work with the circle
forms. The laying out of planting beds and the intervals between seed plantings require numerical work
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based on practical need (6.3 Gardening). The presentation of results of the Geographical inquiry uses
appropriate graphs.
Competence in Information and Communication Technology
In the Australian Steiner Curriculum Framework in Year 6 the scaffolding of later work in ICT is begun.
Students are expected to be able to draw representations of their observations and lay out their work
clearly with titles, sub-titles, diagrams and written descriptions. These skills of ordering their work into
description, diagram and then explanation become embodied skills, which later can be carried out by
computer software. The scaffolded skills of visual representation and clear organisation, filing and
retrieving information are built in their bookwork.
Critical and Creative Thinking
The Australian Steiner Curriculum Framework is an integrated one and as such the relationship between
various paradigms is always inherent. In the Topic on Ancient Rome the relationship between geographic
features and the expansion of the Roman Empire is examined. In the Geography topic, Australia and the
World Beyond, the connection between geography, vegetation, agriculture, cultural development,
infrastructure and history is studied. The direct relationship between, astronomical position, climate,
vegetation and landscape is also examined.
Ethical Behaviour
The gardening topic develops a practically based learning activity where the students experience directly
a stewardship role in the cultivation of the soil for the care of plants and the sharing with the wider
community. The study of the natural resources of Australia and the world as well as import and export
bring questions of ethical development and trade.
.
Personal and Social Competence
Development and communication of their geographical research topic requires personal connection,
commitment and presentation skills. The longer camp attached to the Geography/Science Topics
requires growing independence as well as skills in leadership, cooperation and community culture.
Intercultural Understanding
The expansion into world geography brings together the many in depth cultural studies in the earlier
classes- Aboriginal Australian, Celtic, Hebrew, Northern European, Indian, Persian, Egyptian, Greek and
Roman. Now a world view, sensitive to and appreciative of diversity and aware of the rise of various
civilisations begins to emerge. In world Geography they become aware of the relationship of environment
and lifestyle of communities in different countries.

Cross Curriculum Priorities Geography/Science
Histories and cultures of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island peoples
The study of Astronomy brings an opportunity to study the Aboriginal legends of the stars. In Introduction
to Geology they also hear stories of Aboriginal understanding of the earth processes. They continue to
integrate Aboriginal perspectives in the Australian Geography Topics.
Asia and Australia’s Engagement with Asia
The Geography extends to the continents of the world and students gain a sense of geographical
relationship to the Asian countries and continents. The students study the stars as they appear and have
a sense of themselves as world citizens with the dome of the night sky above the world uniting all people.
Sustainability
The Gardening Topic is focussed on sustainable practices such as composting, worm farms and organic
and bio-dynamic methods. This work with plants through the seasons of the year involves the student in a
deep bodily way with nature – an experience that will build a relationship to nature and the processes of
warmth and moisture in the soil as well as the needs of plants in the different seasons of the year.
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